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An adiabatic theory of satellites of forbidden lines of helium and of helium-like ions is developed. 
The analytic results are valid not only for weak fields but also for strong ones, for which the 
hitherto existing solutions (obtained by Dirac's perturbation theory) are not valid. The theory 
developed serves as a basis for proposing a new principle of measuring the amplitude E, of 
oscillating electric fields (OEF) in a plasma. The principle is based on comparing the experimental 
ratio of the satellite intensities with the theoretical dependence of S-/S+ on E,. This principle 
permits in essence to measure E, locally in a strong-field region even under conditions when this 
region is considerably smaller than the volume of the radiating plasma, without resorting to 
complicated experimental methods such as resonant fluorescence. Adiabatic theory of satellites 
has also made it possible to extend the technique of polarization analysis of OEF to include the 
case of strong fields. The theory developed can also be used for the diagnostics of OEF by means of 
the spectra of multiply charged ions. The indicated diagnostic procedures were tested in experi- 
ments in which a powerful microwave interacted with an inhomogeneous plasma. Reduction of 
the spectra near He I 4922 A and He I 4471 A, which are observed in both unpolarized and 
polarized light, lead to the following physical conclusions: 1) Amplification of the OEF, 
Eop > E,,, takes place in a pump field E,, > 0.5 kV/cm near the critical-density surface; 2) the gain 
K = Eop/Eo, is a maximum at Eo, -2 kV/cm; 3) the gain "saturates" with further increase of ,To, 
(E,, 2 7 kV/cm at any E,,); 4) what is predominantly amplified is the component Eop parallel to 
the pump wave vector k. It can be concluded from the aggregate of the results that parametric 
instability develops in the plasma-resonance region and that intense Langmuir oscillations with 
energy density W S  10-'NT, are excited. 

PACS numbers: 52.70.D~ 

51. INTRODUCTION 

Oscillating electric fields (OEF) play a decisive role in 
many physical processes in a plasma. The term OEF refers to 
the combination of the fields of the "intrinsic" plasma oscil- 
lations (plasma turbulence) and the fields that penetrate 
from the outside. The presence of OEF in a plasma is a fea- 
ture of a host of experiments, including, e.g., the action of a 
powerful laser or microwave radiation and of electron or ion 
beam, reconnection of magnetic fields, shock-wave excita- 
tion, and passage of strong currents. The development of 
diagnostic methods for OEF in a plasma is therefore quite 
vital for many applied scientific and technical programs. Re- 
search is particularly intensive on spectroscopic methods of 
OEF diagnostics, one among the leading being the method of 
satellites of forbidden lines of helium (and of helium-like 
ions). 

The satellite method was proposed by Baranger and 
Moserl in 1961 and was since repeatedly used. A description 
of experiments by this method, up to 1978, is contained in 
the reviews by Bekefi and Deutsch2 and by Volkov et as 
well as in the book by Kuznetsov and Sh~heglov.~ From 
among the later experiments, mention can be made of Refs. 5 
and 6. We emphasize that the theoretical treatment in Ref. 1 
was restricted to the following assumptions: 1) absence of 
resonance relations of the type (2 j - 1)w =A, where w is the 

OEF frequency, A r 1 wg I is the spacing between the close 
levels of the atom, and j = 1,2,3, ...; 2) d12Eo&A, where dl, is 
the matrix element of the dipole moment and Eo is the char- 
acteristic OEF intensity; 3) the OEF have an isotropic distri- 
bution in direction. Attempts to lift these restrictions were 
made in recent years. 

The first restriction was lifted in Refs. 7 and 8, where 
single-quantum resonance lo - A I &w was considered. This 
was followed9 by an analysis of the case of multiquantum 
resonance 1(2 j - 1)w - A I (a ( j  = 1,2,3, ...) in spectraofhe- 
lium-like ions in a plasma produced by a laser or by a relativ- 
istic electron beam. In particular, a principally new effect 
was predicted, namely, the appearance, near the frequencies 
wgs = o(Pd + A /(2 j - I), of resonant satellites S fs in the 
space-integrated spectrum. 

Attempts to lift the second restriction (d12Eo(A ) were 
initiated in Ref. 10, where the Dirac perturbation theory 
(DPT) yielded two more terms of the expansion in the pa- 
rameter d12E,JAgl. This, however, did not lead to a sub- 
stantial advance into the region of high OEF intensities. 
Computer calculations for stronger fields were performed in 
Ref. 11 for the lines He I 4922 A and He I 4388 A, using the 
theoretical approach of Autler and Townes." In Ref. 11, 
however, the number of profiles calculated was rather limit- 
ed. Furthermore, the inaccurate value A = 5.63 cm-' was 
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used for the He I 4922 A line (A = 5.43 cm-' according to 
Martin's more accurate data13), making some of the results 
of Ref. 11 useless. 

We note that most numerical calculations of Ref. 1 1 are 
devoted to the case of low frequencies w&A. Yet it is precise- 
ly in this case that the problem can be solved analytically by 
adiabatic perturbation theory (APT). This solution is one of 
the main topics of the present paper. The results turn out to 
be valid also for strong fields, for which the APT cannot be 
used. 

Finally, the third restriction (the assumption that the 
OEF are isotropic) was first lifted by Cooper and Ringler. l4 

They considered the case of linear polarization of the OEF 
and analyzed the associated effects of anisotropy and polar- 
ization of the satellite emission. As indicated by them, their 
analysis is restricted to the framework of the DPT 
(dl,Eo&A ). In the present work we have succeeded, using 
APT, in extending the procedure of the polarization analysis 
of OEF into the strong-field region. We note that in this 
region, as it turned out, the maximum degree of satellite 
polarization decreases. 

To this day, in all experiments in which the satellite 
method was used, the OEF intensity Eo was determined by 
comparing the experimentally measured ratio S+ /IA with 
the theoretical dependence ofS+ /IA on Eo (IA is the intensi- 
ty of the allowed line, S- is theintensity of the nearby satel- 
lite, andS+ the intensity of the far one). In a number of cases, 
however, the volume v, in which the OEF exists and from 
which the satellites are emitted can be much less than the 
volume V from which the allowed spectral line is radiated. 
Such a situation (the presence of a form factor) is typical, e.g., 
of experiments in which plasma resonance is produced when 
a powerful electromagnetic wave interacts with an inhomo- 
geneous plasma. The use of the dependence of S, /IA on E, 
calls in this case for local measurements (with good spatial 
resolution) of the spectrum, using complicated experimental 
procedures (e.g., resonant fluorescence1'). Yet in the case of 
strong fields it is possible, without using complicated experi- 
mental procedures that ensure spatial resolution, to deter- 
mine the local intensity Eo of the OEF. Such a quasi-local 
diagnostic method can be based on measurement of the ratio 
S-/S+ and comparison of the theoretical dependence of 
S-/S+ on E,. This dependence is obtained in the present 
paper with the aid of APT, in which, as noted above, it is 
possible to advance into the strong-field region. 

The theoretical results listed above are derived in $2 of 
the present paper. In $3 is described the experimental setup 
with which the interaction of a powerful microwave with a 
plasma was investigated, and the results of observations of 
satellites of forbidden lines of helium in unpolarized lines are 
reported. In these experiments we realized in practice a qua- 
si-local OEF diagnostics method, based on measurement of 
the ratio S-/S+, and used the new theoretical results indi- 
cated above. In $4 are given the polarization-measurement 
results based the theoretical calculations of $2, including the 
strong-field region. In the experiments described in $93 and 
4 we succeeded in observing an increase of the field E,, in the 
plasma compared with the pump field E,, and in determin- 
ing a number of regularities in the dependences of the magni- 

tude and direction of the field E,, on the value of E,, . The 
discussion of these physical regularities as well as the pros- 
pects of further applications of the new theoretical results 
are the subject of $5. 

52. ADIABATIC THEORY OF SATELLITES OF FORBIDDEN 
LINES 

1. We consider a system of three atomic levels 0, 1, 2 in 
which transition 2 4  corresponds to an allowed spectral 
line, and 1 4  to a (parity) forbidden line; the close levels 1 
and 2 are coupled by a dipole transition. In the absence of an 
external field, the levels 0, 1, and 2 are characterized by wave 
functions (WF) $, = $,.,.,., gl = $,,, , q2 = $,,.,, and en- 
ergies of', w\O), wr) (we use in this section the atomic units 
f i  = m = e = 1). In a linearly polarized electric field 
E(t ) = E, cos wt the Schrodinger equation can be represent- 
ed in the form 

ia$lat= (H,+zEo cos o t )  9, (1) 

where Ha is the Hamiltonian of the isolated atom. Solution 
with the aid of the OPT (i.e., in the basis of the unperturbed 
WF $, and $,) leads to the following relative intensities of 
the far and near satellite (in the case of observation in a direc- 
tion perpendicular to E,): 

The summations over m, m', and m" are needed because 
each of the levels O,1, and 2 can have several WF with differ- 
ent values of the magnetic quantum number. 

Equation (2) is valid for relatively weak fields. Thus, 
e.g., in the case of low frequencies w<A it can be used under 
the condition 

max a ( m ,  mu) < I ,  u(m, m") =2Eoz,,lA. 
m,m" 

(3)  

To obtain results valid in stronger fields, we use the 
APT for the system with the two levels 1 and 2. It is known16 
that theinstantaneous eigenvaluesoftheoperatorH (t ) = Ha 
+ zE, cos wt are 

~ ~ , ~ ( t )  = [mi0' +02(0) T-A ( I +  uZ cosZ o t ) l h ] / 2 .  (4) 

These eigenvalues correspond to the wave eigenfunctions 
(adiabatic basis) 

xl  ( t )  =$ cos (812) -$, sin (8121, 

xz ( t )  = $ I  sin (812) +$2 cos ( 8 / 2 ) ,  

Psarctg ('a cos o t )  . (5) 

We seek the solution of (2) in the form 

Substitution of (6)  in (1) yields 
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I 

~ , = - ~ , ( ~ i ~ ) e x p  [ - i  Jw, ,  ( t l ) d t r  
0 I 

(7) 
f 

0.6 c,=c, (biz) exp [ i  l o , ,  ( t t )  d t f  ] ; 
0 

(8) 
0.Y b / 2 = - a o  sin o t i 2  ( l + a 2  cos2 a t ) .  

We solve the system (7) by perturbation theory. To cal- 
culate the satellite intensities, the initial conditions C,(O) = l 
and C,(O) = 0 suffice. We then get from (7) 0 2 0.4 0.6 I..? ',"J 

1  * t '  

c 2 ( t )  .r -5 d t l p ( t ' ) e x p [ i j  d r o , ,  (r)q . (9) FIG. 1. The coefficients A,, A , ,  and B, of the Fourier expansions (15) of the 
2  adiabatic wave functions (5) vs the parameter k2=a2/  

0 0 
(1 + a 2 )  = ~ . Z ; ~ E ; / ( A  + ~ z : ~ E ; ) .  

To determine the integrals in (9) we expandp (t ) and w2,(t ) in 
Fourier series: 

+ m +(t) zX, ( t ) e r p  [ -i j d t f o .  ( t f )  ] 
P( t )  =i  ( k o / 4 )  (a2p-ali+2) 0 

p=-m 

xexp[ i (Zp+ I )  a t ] ,  + ~ ~ ( t ) ~ ~ ( t ) e x p [ - i  J d t J w 2 ( t r ) ]  . (13) 
(10) 0 

6- ( 2 l n )  A  ( 1 + a 2 )  ILE ( k )  , 

where k =a ( l  + a2)-'I2, 

a2p = 2( - 1)P k - 21p1 [ ( I  - k 2 ) l I 2  - 1 121pl, E2 = 

x A ( 1  + a 2 ) ' / ' [ ~ ( k )  -2(1 - k2)D(k)]; E(k)andD(k)are  
complete elliptic integrals. We consider hereafter only the 
case a 5 1, when it suffices to retain in p (t ) only the terms 
with a, = 2 and a,. In the expansion of the exponential in (9) 
we confine ourselves to the expression 

.r [ lo  (% ) + I ,  (2) exp (2 iwt )  

The relative smallness of the discarded terms is determined 
numerically by the condition A /400w(l. Taking (10) and 
(1 1) into account we get from (9) 

C , ( t ) =  ( k w / 8 )  { [ ( 2 - a , ) ] , - 2 J t l  g ( A + o )  

The spontaneous emission spectrum for the transition into 
the state 0 is calculated from the equation 

I(')  ( A o )  = lim (2nT)- '  dt(. l l ,( t)  IreI$,>exp ( - i A o t )  
T+c= 

where e is the unit vector of photon polarization. 
To calculate the spectrum (14) we expand in Fourier 

series the functions sin( 8 /2) and cos( P /2) contained in 
X 1,2 (f 1: 

m 

s i n ( ~ / 2 )  = C B,,+, cos (2p+1)  a t ,  

w 

cos(Pi2)  =z A,,  cos 2po t .  (15) 
p-0 

The dependences of the coefficients A,, A,, and B, on k are 
shown in Fig. 1. We note that at k 2( 1 we have A,=. 1 - k ,/ 
16, B, ~ k / 2  + 7k 3/64, A,= - k '/16.We substitute the 
WF from (13) and (14), expressing the exponentials in (14) in 
a form similar to (1 1) and taking (4), (12), and (15) into ac- 
count. We then obtain ultimately for the spectra S(y and 
S'z of the near and far satellites 

s:' ( A m )  = o . l r 2 . e 1 2 6 [ ~ o -  (a:."' +a::' - A ) / z r o ] ,  
n,,m',m" 

(16) 
where 2 (m,m") is defined by (lo), r20(m",m')=($2~r~$o), 
and for of (m,m ") we have 

where the argument &,/b of the Bessel functions Jo and J, is a+= { (ao+ j , )  ~ , / 2 -  [ (2 -a2)  j ,  ( E , / 2 0 )  -2Jt (&,/2 , , )  1 
left out for brevity. 

In the first nonvanishing order of the APT the WF of X ~ ~ k ~ ~ m l 8 ( A + o ) -  ( ~ A O J I - A ~ J O )  ~ 0 ( ~ 2 / 2 o ) k o / 8 ( A - o ) ) ~  

the two-sublevel system is thus of the form (17) 
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[the argument of the Bessel functions J,  and J,, whenever 
omitted from (17) for brevity, is &,/40]. 

The spectrum of the allowed line is 

We note that in (16) and (1 8) account is taken of the satellite- 
position shift 

6(m, m") = (6-A) /2=[  ( 2 / n )  (l+az)"aE ( k )  -11812 (19) 

and of the equal but opposite shift of the allowed line. 
The condition for the validity of the theory developed 

above is smallness of the coefficient C,(t ) of the WF $(t ) in 
(1 3): ( C,(t ) 1 4 1. In the case a 5 1 it suffices for this purpose, as 
seen from (12), to stipulate w/A( I . ~ '  

2. Expressions (16)-(18) can be used to obtain the inten- 
sities of linearly polarized OEF in a plasma by measuring the 
ratio S /IA. The region of their validity, in contrast to 
Refs. 1 and 14, is no longer limited to weak fields with a4 1. 
By way of example, Fig. 2 shows (solid lines) the analytically 
calculated plots of S+/I, and S-/IA on E,,, = E,/d' for 
the transitions (4'0,4'F)+2'P in a helium atom, at two fre- 
quencies, w = 0.5 cm-' and w = 2 cm-' (the results are 
summed over the two polarizations). For comparison, the 
dashed line shows the analogous dependences from Ref. 1 1, 
where they were obtained numerically with a computer (we 
recall that we have used here the more accurate value 
A = 5.43 cm-' from Ref. 13 instead ofA = 5.63 cm-' from 
Ref. 1 1). Of course, for another specified frequency w used in 
a specific experiment it is also possible to carry out a relative- 

FIG. 2. Dependence of the ratio of the intensities of the far (a) or near (b) 
satellites to the intensity of the allowed line He I 4922 on the mean 
squared field E,,, = E, /d  for two frequencies, o = 0.5 cm-' and o = 2 
cm-'. Solid lines-analytic results of the present paper, dashed-results 
of computer calculations from Ref. 1. 

FIG. 3. Dependence of the intensity ratio S-/S+ of the near and far 
satellites on the amplitude E,, of an oscillating field of frequency o = 1.28 
cm-' for the lines He I 4922 A and He I 4471 A. Solid lines-results of 
adiabatic perturbation theory, dashed-results of Dirac perturbation the- 
ory (which is valid only at small E,). 

ly simple calculation with the aid of the analytic expressions 
(16)-(18). 

As noted in the Introduction, in a number of cases the 
volume vE from which the satellites are emitted can be con- 
siderably smaller than the volume V from which the allowed 
spectral line is emitted. To determine the OEF intensity it is 
possible then to measure the satellite intensity ratio S-/S+. 
By way of example Fig. 3 shows (solid lines) plots of S-/S+ 
vs Eo for the lines He I 4922 A and He I 4471 A, calculated 
from Eqs. (16) and (17) for the frequency w = 1.28 cm- ' used 
in our experiment. 

We point out that according to Eq. (2), obtained by the 
DPT with allowance for the terms a E i, the ratio S-/S+ is 
constant. To obtain the dependence of S-/S+ on E, in the 
DPT the calculation must take into account at least terms 
cc E G .  Such a calculation leads to the following satellite in- 
tensities: 

For illustration, the corresponding ratio &a-/ED+ is shown 
dashed in Fig. 3 (for the same frequency o = 1.28 cm- I ) .  It 
can be seen that even when the terms a E are taken into 
account, a DPT calculation is valid only for relatively weak 
fields3' 

3. The satellite polarization effect can be used to mea- 
sure the degree of anisotropy of the OEF direction distribu- 
tion or the angle between the vector E(t ) = E, cos wt and the 
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FIG. 4. Geometry of polarization observations. Thez axis is chosen along FIG. 5. Plots of the functions f+(E,) and f-(En) from Eq. (22) that deter- 
the quasistationary magnetic field H,, and the x axis along the pump-wave mines the intensity ratio of one and the same satellite at two mutually 
vector k. The observation is along the y axis. The amplitude E, of the perpendicular positions of the polarizer. 
oscillating field lies in the xz plane. 

53. EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF OEF AMPLITUDES 
volarizer transmission axis (which is usually determined by IN A PLASMA 
;he symmetry axis of the experimental setup or by the direc- 
tions of the polarization and of the wave vector of the exter- 
nal field). Assume that the observation is along they axis 
(Fig. 4), the polarizer transmission axis is oriented in one 
case along the z axis and in the other along x, and the vector 
E is located in thexz plane and makes with thez axis an angle 
y which is to be determined. From Eq. (16) for the satellite 
intensities S($ (polarization along z) and S'$ (polarization 
along x) we then obtain 

In practice it is convenient to measure the ratio of the inten- 
sities of one and the same satellite at two positions of the 
polarizer: 

We consider by way of example the transitions 
(4 '4  4'D)+2'P. For weak fields we have af z(Eg,,/ 
2(A f w))', and Eq. (22) yields f- (E,) = f+ (E,) = 3, which 
agrees with the result of Ref. 14. In other words, in weak 
fields the polarization-measurement results do not depend 
on the field amplitude. In strong fields the situation is differ- 
ent: The ratio S ($ /S '$ depends not only on the angle y but 
also on the field amplitude E,. This is essentially a new factor 
compared with Ref. 14. 

The functions f+(E,) and f- (E,) calculated from (22) 
and (17) are shown in Fig. 5. If the amplitude Eo is known 
and f+(Eo) or f-(E,) is found, we can determine from the 
experimentally measured ratio S($ /S': the angle y with 
the aid of (22). We note, however, that in strong fields the 
values off- and f+ approach unity (the degree of polariza- 
tion of the satellites decreases), so that the angle y is less 
accurately determined from (22). 

1. The OEF amplitudes in a plasma were measured with 
the experimental setup illustrated in Fig. 6. What was inves- 
tigated in this setup was the nonlinear interaction of electro- 
magnetic radiation with a collisionless dense plasma. In ear- 
lier e~perirnents'~~'' it was observed that when a certain 
threshold pump-wave electric field is exceeded nonlinear ab- 
sorption of the electromagnetic radiation due to the develop- 
ment of parametric instability in the plasma, appears near 
the critical plasma density N,, (E =: 1 - N, /N,, z 0). 

The experimental setup and its operation were de- 
scribed earlier in Refs. 18-22; we point out here therefore 
only some essential details. The microwave source was a gyr- 
otron generating 200-psec pulses at a working wavelength 
A = 0.78 cm. A linearly polarized wave was formed with the 
aid of corrector mirrors and was focused on the center of a 
vacuum chamber. The spatial distribution of the amplitude 
of the electric field at the focus of a teflon lens, in a plane 
perpendicular to the wave vector k, was close to Gaussian: 

E ( y, z) =Eo exp [- ( y2+zY/a2], 

wherea z 1 cm (thex axis is directed along k). In this case the 
time-averaged power at the beam focus is P = E ' / ~ C U ~ E  :/16, 
where E is the dielectric constant. At E = 1 the equation con- 
necting Eo with P is 

Eo(V/cm)=22 [P (W) ] '". (23) 

During the time of the microwave pump pulse, the plas- 
ma density increased smoothly and reached the critical (at 
the frequency w = 1.28 cm-') value N,, = 1 . 8 5 ~  lOI3 
cmP3. The optical radiation was introduced perpendicular 
to the plane of the vectors k and Eo and was analyzed by a 
DFS- 12 monochromator with an instrumental-function 
half-width ~ 0 . 2  A. The radiation of the satellites entered 
the monochromator in this case from a strong-field region 
with linear dimension L, -a - 1 cm, while the allowed-line 
radiation came from a region with linear dimension LsL, .  
Because of the good reproducibility (=: 10%) of the param- 
eters of the plasma and of the microwave, the contours of the 
spectral lines could be plotted "point by point." The spec- 
tral-line profiles were reduced for the instant of time t ,  when 
the plasma was transparent (N < N,,, i.e., E > 0) and for the 
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instant t, when N = N,, (i.e., E = 0) is reached and electro- 
magnetic energy is nonlinearly absorbed. 

2. Figure 7 shows a typical oscillogram of the emission 
of the satellite closest to the He I 4922 b; line. The steep 
increase of the satellite luminous emittance at the instant t, 
(while the emittance of the fundamental line remains practi- 
cally constant) indicates an increase of the OEF amplitude in 
the plasma. 

The optical measurements were made at pump micro- 
wave powers P = 1.9, 3.8, 7.5, 15, and 60 KW. By way of 
example, Figs. 8 and 9 shown emission spectra recorded re- 
spectively near the lines He I 4471 h; and He I 4922 b; at the 
instants t, and t ,  at a power P = 60 kW. 

We note that near the 4471 b; line are observed not only 
two satellites, but also the 011 4469 b; line (owing to oxygen 
occlusion). We point out that at low powers, Pg 10 kW, the 
satellite emission is weak and in practice one observes near 
the forbidden line only the 011 4469 b; line, which can be 
erroneously interpreted as a "solitary" satellite. It can be 
suggested in this connection that in those cases when other 
workers interpreted the spectrum observed near the He I 
4472 b; as a solitary plasma satellite (see, e.g., Ref. 23), what 
was actually observed was the 011 4469 b; line. 

3. The spectra near the 447 1 b; and 4922 A lines, record- 
ed at the instant t, and at powers P = 7.5, 15, and 60 kW, 
were processed by measuring the ratio S-/S+. A subsequent 
comparison with the theoretical field dependences ofS-/S+ 
(see Fig. 3) yielded the amplitude Eop of the OEF in the 
region of plasma resonance (E = 0). The amplitude Eo, of the 
field in a transparent plasma (at the instant t , ,  when E > 0) 
was determined as a rule from the known pump power P 
with the aid of Eq. (23) rather than from the experimental 

FIG. 6 .  Experimental setup: a) I-vacuum chamber, 2-rf plasma source; 
3-solenoid; 4--multigrid probe; 5-thermistor head; bgyro t ron;  7- 
quasi-isotopic channel; 8-DFS-12 monochromator; b )  top view. 

ratio S-/S+. The reason is that in a transparent plasma at 
powers PS; 15 kW the far satellite is weak and its intensity 
was measured with a large error (the same situation is typical 
of the plasma-resonance region at powers P 5 4  kW). At 
P = 60 kW, however, measurement of S-/S+ in a transpar- 
ent plasma yielded Eor = 4.6 & 0.4 and 6 + 1 kW/cm for 
the lines 4922 and 4471 b;, respectively, which agrees with 
the value Eor = 5.4 + 0.5 kW/cm obtained from Eq. (23).4' 
The results, including the field gain K = E,, /E,, , are listed 
in Table I. 

We note that in the case of the He I 4471 b; line the 
emission of the 011 4469 b; impurity overestimates the inten- 
sity S+ of the far satellite, and hence the amplitude E,. Ac- 
count was therefore taken in the calculation ofK of the high- 
er reliability of the data obtained for the He I 4922 b; line. 

The OEF amplitudes were estimated also from the mea- 
sured ratio ,!-/IA in order to illustrate the substantial effect 
of the spatial form factor, as well as to estimate roughly the 
field at low powers P < 4 kW, at which the ratio SJS, can- 
not be measured reliably. The measurement results averaged 
over two lines (4922 h; and 4471 b;) are shown in Fig. 10. 

The straight line in Fig. 10 corresponds approximately 
to the case of a transparent plasma. It was drawn through the 
vertical error bar of Eo, determined from the ratio S-/I, 
measured at the instant t, for P = 60 kW. It follows from the 
slope of this line that the real value of the amplitude E rL is 
approximately 2.8 times larger than E r P  determined by 
measuring S-/IA . We can then estimate roughly the spatial 
form factor at L/L, -(2.8)2z8. The obtained value 
L - 8LE - 8 cm agrees with the half-width of the spatial dis- 
tribution of the plasma density over the chamber diameter. 

The error bars above the line in Fig. 10 correspond to 

;-, Lbrn FIG. 7. a) Typical oscillogram o f  the emission of  the satellite 
closest to the He I 4922 A line. b) Incident (solid curve) and 
transmitted (dashed) microwave signal. The instant t, corre- 
sponds to E = 0 (N,  = N,, ). I - I \\ 

t 7  O? t 7  "2 
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FIG. 8. Spectrum near the He I4471 b; line at a pump microwave 
power P = 60 kW for three plasma regions: crosses-region of 
plasma resonance (N, = N,., , E = 0); triangles-plasma-transpar- 
ency region (N, < N,, E > 0); points-region without microwave 
field. The 011 4469 A line can also be seen. 

FIG. 9. The same as Fig. 8, but near the He I 4922 A line. 
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TABLE I. 

plasma resonance (E = 0) at powers P = 1.9, 3.8,7.5, 15, and 
60 kW. For a rough estimate of the real amplitude E rl, each 
value of EyP should also be multiplied by 2.8. At P = 7.5, 
15, and 60 kW, the estimates of Eo obtained in this manner 
can be compared with the more rigorous results in the table, 
and the agreement between them verified. 

4. The results offer evidence that the electric-field gain 
in the plasma resonance region (E = 0) has a maximum at 
Eo, - 2 kW/cm and decreases with increasing field in the 
pump wave. The amplitude of the electric field Eop does not 
exceed Em,, -7 kW/cm. It is of interest to determine not 
only the amplitude but also the predominant direction of the 
electric field at E = 0. This is made possible by the polariza- 
tion technique whose results are reported below. 

54. POLARIZATION TECHNIQUE 

1. To determine the predominant direction of the elec- 
tric field we used a polarizer placed ahead of the entrance 
into the DFS- 12 monochromator. The radiation intensity of 
the near satellite of the He I4922 A line was recorded at two 
positions of the polarizer transmission axis, along the elec- 
tric field in the pump wave (this coincides with the direction 
of the quasistationary magnetic field in the plasma, or the z 
axis of Fig. 4) (S '2 ), and perpendicular to this direction (i.e., 
along the wave vector k parallel to thex axis in Fig. 4) (S '9. 
The statistical reduction of each measurement of the polar- 
ized-radiation intensity S'%r S(*as carried out over 30 

points. The results of the statistical reduction (including the 
standard error) are the following: 

Using these data and Eq. (22) we determined the value 
of cot2 y=E :/E 2. This procedure included the determina- 
tion of the amplitude Eop (by the procedure described in $52 
and 3), determination of f-(Eop) (see Fig. 5), and only then 
followed by a direct calculation of cot2 y from Eq. (22). The 
obtained dependence of E:/EZ on the pump field Eo is 
shown in Fig. 11. It can be seen that the enhancement of the 
electric field in the plasma-resonance region is due to a con- 
siderable degree to the appearance of the E, component 
(parallel to k), which was practically nonexistent in the 
pump wave. This effect is maximal at Eor 2.5 kW/cm. With 
increasing pump field, the longitudinal and transverse com- 
ponents of the field Eop become of the same order (E, =Ex ). 

2. For further illustration, we determined in experiment 
the predominant direction the pump field in a transparent 
plasma at P = 40 kW. Statistical reduction of the experiment 
yieldedS'2 /S'% 1.183 + 0.026. The measurements were 
made at a plasma density Nz0.5N0,, corresponding to 
~ ~ 0 . 5 .  In this case we have in lieu of (23) Eo (V/cm)z26 
[P (w)]"~. A power P = 40 kW corresponds to an amplitude 
E0z5.2 kW/cm, at which f-(Eo)z 1.24. Using (22), we ob- 
tain E I/E: = 8 T :. The relatively large spread is due to the 
fact that according to (22) 
cot2 y a [ f- (Eor ) - S '2 /S '9 -', and the values off- and 

FIG. 10. Connection between the field E  YPdet~rmined experimentally by 
measuring the ratio S - / I ,  for the lines 4922 A and 4471 A with the real 
field E r l ;  this connection results from the presence of the spatial form 
factor. (The values of E  FP were obtained by averaging the results obtained 
for each of the lines 4922 A and 4471 A.) 

FIG. 1 1 .  Dependence of the ratio E $ / E :  in the region of the plasma 
resonance on the pump field E,, as obtained in experiment with the aid of 
polarization analysis. 
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S (! /S ! a r e  close in this case. 
It was known beforehand that the Ez component pre- 

dominates in the focused microwave beam, and that in the 
y = 0 plane 

Ez=Eo exp ( - zZ/a2)  exp (iot-ikoesx) . (24) 

Such a beam, however, should have also an Ex component. 
In fact, substituting (24) in the condition div E = 0 we obtain 

E , = ( 2 z E o / k 0 ~ " a ~  exp ( - z2 /aZ)  exp ( io t - ik0e1"xf in /2) .  
(25)  

Consequently IE f /E: I = (2z/kg"2a2)2. Calculating the 
spatial mean value, we get ( I E: /E ,Z I ) --A, which agrees 
with the result of polarization measurements within the 
standard error. 

We note in conclusion the polarization-analysis results 
in the present paper, with account taken of the function 
f-(E,) in (22), differ substantially from the results that would 
be obtained from the corresponding formula of Ref. 14 (i.e., 
replacing f- by 4/3). In particular, the minimum of the 
curve of Fig. 11 (which demonstrates the effect of field en- 
hancement along k) would be reached at Eo, = 1.4 kV/cm in 
lieu ofEo, = 2.5 kV/cm, and the result of the control experi- 
ment for a microwave beam in a transparent beam would be 
of the form E ;/E f = 4 -L 1, strikingly different from the 
real value (IEf/ES()z&. 

§5. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

1. We have developed an adiabatic theory of forbidden- 
line satellites for the case of low frequencies w<A. This the- 
ory turns out to be valid not only in weak but also in strong 
fields, for which the heretofore existing solutions (obtained 
with the aid of the DPT) do not hold. 

Starting from the indicated analytic results, a new prin- 
ciple was proposed for measuring the amplitude Eo of EOF 
in a plasma. The principle is based on comparing the experi- 
mental ratio of the satellite intensities with the theoretical 
dependence of S-/S+ on Eo. This principle permits, in es- 
sence, local measurements of the amplitude Eo in the strong- 
field region (which can be considerably smaller than the ef- 
fective volume of the radiating plasma), without resorting to 
complicated experimental techniques such as resonant flu- 
orescence. 

Finally, with the aid of the adiabatic theory of the satel- 
lites we have succeeded in extending into the strong field 
region the technique proposed in Ref. 14 for polarization 
analysis of OEF. It should be noted that the theory devel- 
oped is applicable to OEF diagnostics using the spectra of 
multiply charged helium-like ions, for which the condition 
w<A usually holds. 

2. The diagnostic procedures indicated above were suc- 
cessfully tested in experiments on the interaction of a power- 
ful microwave with an inhomogeneous plasma. The results 
of the reduction of the spectra of several helium lines, ob- 
served in both unpolarized and polarized light, permit the 
following conclusions to be drawn. 

Amplification of the OEF, Eop > Eo, , takes place when 
the threshold field E,";'"-0.5 kV/cm is exceeded in the 

The function Eo,,(Eor) is nonlinear. The amplitude gain 
K = Eop /Eor has a maximum at Eor - 2 kV/cm. When the 
pump field is increased the gain "saturates" and the electric- 
field amplitude Eop does not exceed Ern,, - 7 kV/cm. For a 
plasma with parameters N-2X 1013 cm-3 and T, - 10 eV 
(Ti =: 1 eV) this means that the energy density of the intra- 
plasma OEF is W5 lo-' NT, . These conclusions agree with 
results of spectroscopic investigations made with the same 
apparatus and based on an analysis of the profiles of the 
hydrogen line Hp (Ref. 22). 

The polarization measurements have shown that in the 
region of plasma resonance there is preferred amplification 
of the longitudinal component of the electric field (parallel to 
the vector k of the pump wave). This effect is a maximum at a 
pump amplitude E,, ~ 2 . 5  kV/cm, at which the ratio of the 
energy densities of the longitudinal field components for 
&=Oandfor&>Ois  -lo2. 

The earlier experiments with this s e t ~ p ' ~ - ~ O  revealed a 
number of other nonlinear effects: generation of fast elec- 
trons, evolution of ion-sound oscillations, and superthermal 
electromagnetic radiation near the plasma frequency. All 
these facts allow us to conclude that action of a powerful 
electromagnetic wave on a collisionless plasma produces in 
the latter parametric instability and excites plasma turbu- 
lence, including intense Langmuir oscillations whose energy 
density is much higher than in the pump wave. 

"We note in this connection a recent paper" in which it is proposed to use 
laser excitation at the wavelength of the allowed HeoI 3965 A line, fol- 
lowed by observation near the forbidden He 1491 1 A line. 

"A more general condition for the applicability of the theory (valid also at 
a # l )  is a w / U  4 1. We note that to find the WF $(t ) and the spectrum 
I(Aw) at a> 1 it is necessary to include a large number of terms in the 
expansions (lo), (1 I), and (15). 

3'We note that in the presence of a spatial form factor we can use for the 
quasi-local measurements not only the ratio S-/S+ but also the shift 
6 (m,m") of the satellite components [see Eq. (19)l. A similar measure- 
ment principle is proposed in Ref. 17, where an approximation based on 
a computer calculation of the spectrum is given for the dependence of the 
shift on E,,, (for the He I 4922 A line). 

4'The error of (23) is due to two factors. First, it was obtained for E = 1, 
whereas E < 1 in a transparent plasma. Second, at a given P i t  would be - 
necessary, for comparison with experiment, to use an equation such as 
(23) to determine not E,, but a certain effective amplitude E $ <  E,. 
Thus, for example, averaging of the values of S- and S+ over a Gaussian 
distribution of the amplitudes in space yields E d=.0.8EO. Fortunately 
the foregoing two circumstances cancel each other to a considerable de- 
gree. 
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